
The Rotbottom Gossip
The 17th of Hayfever, 392

Tales from the Dusk Gloom Wood

Our overly dramatic artist’s depiction

A strange, shadowy place Traveller’s beware!

Phinneus Heavypocket Premiere Life Coach in Rotbottom

Remembering the uninhabitable forest to the SW of Rotbottom.

Ask a life coach

Rotbottom is our bastion. 

The Duskgloom Wood was once 
crisscrossed by various paths, used 
by travellers to go from Rotbottom 
to the lands beyond. Families 
would leave the bustling city to 
picnic in the peace of what was then 
a pristine forest. It was said that 
Duskgloom even held a small town, 
full of curious creatures, though 
no viable records of that exist. 

This was generations ago, however 
- today, it is quite different. 

Travellers now avoid this area and 
warn others to do the same. The 
paths are long since overgrown, 
and those that wander into the area 
often do not wander out again. True 
to its name, Duskgloom remains 
forever in twilight, as daylight 
never seems to reach below its 
canopy, and the ominous, twisting 
trees within cast a shadowy (Cont)

Dear Phinneus, 
I make me livin’ as an Alchemist. When I decided 
to do this, I had two choices- I could either sell some 
illegal concoctions until I got picked up by the guard or 
I could become a Rogue and go on Delves to get some 
coin. For whatever reason, I thought the latter was more 
respectable, but whenever I go on a delve, I seem to get 
a new flaw and have to come see you. Ain’t there no 
preventative care?
-Tired of it

Dear Tired of it, 
In the same way a carriage needs maintenance, so does your 
weak mind. Let’s ignore those saying carriages are made to 
break and fund Life Coaches... I mean, mechanics (Cont)

FFor as long as anyone can remember, mankind has told tales about the dark forests that hover outside their 
walls. Towns have been a bastion of safety in the night, where wolves and far more dangerous predators 
cannot roam. This is in contrast to the dense, shadowy forest, known to hide any number of unknown terrors. 


